
 

Week beginning 11th May 2020 
 
I have added in the general amount of time to spend on each subject and put in 
suggestions of when to do the work for english but it is up to you when you do it. 
 
English 
(One hour of english each day) 
 
Monday 
Photo discussion 
Leave a comment on the photo of the week. Remember to back up your opinion with 
evidence from the photo. 
 
Monday and Tuesday- 
BTNS- The diary of Anne Frank-  
Unit 19 - Pages 88-91 
> Read the story before answering the purple and orange questions on page 90 
> Conjunctions- Page 91- Numbers 1-5 
 
Wednesday and Thursday- 
Goodnight Mister Tom 
> Read chapters 5&6 then write a summary of the story so far. You need to include 
information from each chapter in your summary. Remember, it is a summary so you 
don’t need to go into much detail. Scan through all the chapters and make notes of what 
you think the key events are before writing sentences about them. Answer last week's 
questions first and send them to me before doing the summary. 
 
Friday- 
Spelling and grammar 
I will put up some games and short tasks on GC and seesaw for you to do. 
 
 
Gaeilge 
(One hour of irish each day) 
30mins  Obair as Bun go Barr: 
> Scéal nua- Lá gan éide scoile (pg98-99) 
> Léigh leathanach 98.  
> Scríobh síos na focail nua. 
> Freagair ceisteanna 1-5 ar ln. 100 
> C- Líon na bearnaí 
> D- Nathanna 
> Scríobh habairtí le na briathra seo(you can change mé to sé/sí/an fear/Máire.. etc): 
Ghearr mé (I cut) 



Ghlaoigh mé (I called/rang) 
Ghoid mé (I stole) 
Las mé (I lit) 
Leag mé (I knocked) 
Léigh mé (I read) 
 
10 mins Seesaw: 
> I am going to put up some questions on seesaw that I would like you to answer using 
a voice recording to help in practicing speaking in irish. 
 
10 mins Irishhomework.ie 
Please remember to login to do the task that is set 
 
10 mins Duolingo 
Continue to aim for 10 minutes practice on this each day. Remember, there is a function 
on it that allows you to compete with each other so why not give that a go if you haven’t 
yet done so. 
 
Maths 
 
One hour daily 
 Topic for this week is percentages 
 
10 mins each day> Daily 10 https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/daily10 
 
30-40 mins each day> Planet Maths 
Please complete the activities on pages 150-153 for this. 
I will be adding examples of how to do the different questions on GC and seesaw 
 
10-15 mins each day- Mental maths 
Continue to next week of MM including Friday review 
 
P.E. 
30 mins (or more!!!) of Daily exercise - Remember exercise creates happy 
hormones in your body and reduces stress level. 
Watch this video to find out more: 
https://youtu.be/ThIvOBDDybU 
Remember PE with Joe is live on youtube daily at 9am- A brilliant way to start your day! 
 
PE Challenge- Just for fun- Upload a video of you doing a 2 metre long jump onto 
seesaw. You could also do an in house competition in your home to see who can 
improve most from Monday to Friday. 
Try these other challenges too: 
https://www.youthsporttrust.org/60-second-physical-activity-challenges 
 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/daily10
https://www.youthsporttrust.org/60-second-physical-activity-challenges


SESE 
 
(3-4 hours pw) 
History- World War II 
 
1. This week I would like you to research the events that lead up to World War which 
stemmed from the aftermath of WWI.  
Watch this youtube video about these events to help you (watch at least twice) before 
creating a timeline of the key events that brought Hitler into power before the war 
began. https://youtu.be/jFICRFKtAc4 
 
2. Kahoot! I will be adding a kahoot based on last week’s reading that you had to do 
from Unlocking SESE (pages 132-134) 
 
3. Map work- I will add a map onto Seesaw that you can write on. You will need to 
locate the countries listed and colour code them to show if the coutries were Allied or 
Axis. Click on this link to find out about allied and axis countries: 
https://kids.kiddle.co/World_War_II 
 
I will be putting up information on a big task that you will be doing on World War 
II on GC and seesaw during the week. 
 
Global warming 
 
Read about Global warming in Unlocking SESE pages 150-151. I will put up a kahoot 
based on this during the week. 
RESEARCH TASK- I want you to research how the covid 19 pandemic has had an 
overall positive impact on the health of the planet. Find out five ways how this has 
happened. If doing this on a computer, try to use some pictures in your work. Otherwise 
add your own illustrations to your writing and please send me a photo of it in your 
scrapbook. 
 
R.E.  
(2 ½ hours pw) 
May is the month dedicated to The Virgin Mary. You may wish to make an altar in your 
home to Mary, using a picture or statue of her along with a vase of flowers for her. 
Remember to pray to Mary every day. 
I have yet to receive most of your posters of how The gifts of The Holy Spirit’ are 
reflected in your own lives from two weeks ago. Please submit this to me when you get 
it finished. 
 
Art 
(1 ½ hours pw) 

https://youtu.be/jFICRFKtAc4
https://kids.kiddle.co/World_War_II


Please continue with your war poster and submit it to me when you have finished it. 
Look at the link on GC and Seesaw for inspiration. 
 
SPHE 
(30-40 mins) 
Please complete the task based on ‘The rights of a child’ on seesaw. 
 
 
 


